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ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you an excellent user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. For those of us who are not naturally talented athletes, playing our favorite sports in VR may be the closest we get to imitating professional football, rugby, or cricketers. Like FIFA, the
NFL, or golf video games on modern PS4 and Xbox One consoles, VR sports experiences offer a path to sporting achievements – which doesn't involve getting up to crack by dawn for grueling interval training. But the space element in virtual reality, and how it is increasingly able to track the movement,
speed and location of our limbs, could make VR a useful training and diagnostic tool for professional users as well as for casual players. Or at least, that's the point. A number of developers are decking the capabilities of VR with the needs of top-tier sports teams - including the likes of Manchester United
FC and Ulster Rugby Club - in order to bring a more accurate methodology to analyze the player's performance. To see what all the fuss was about, I tried a series of sports demos in the HTC Vive Pro headset, using its motion tracking technology to recreate football and rugby training sessions in VR –
and discern whether it could actually improve my (or anyone's) sporting performance. Curious about the hardware? Check out our HTC Vive Pro reviewI spent most of its time in a football training simulation developed in the Unity gaming engine – a VR training tool called Rezzil used by Manchester
United and Italian club Juventus, and developed by MIHIEPA. Slipping on HTC Vive Pro, with custom shin-guards and wrist-straps to track the movement of our arms and legs, we've got to work in a number of testscenarios to assess how completely hopeless we've been to this beautiful game. I spent
around 15 minutes working up one - very light - sweat, trying a few different levels, which consisted of hitting color coded footballs with the right foot, kicking moving targets on a timer, and tracking how many other players were around me on the field. I was limited to a small box, about 2 x 2 meters, to
prevent me beating in anything, but that space was more than enough for receiving, stopping, and kicking away the footballs repeatedly thrown my way. (No headers, unfortunately.) Once I was doing shooting and booting, I found The Rezil software used a number of different metrics to measure my



performance: accuracy (objectives versus misses), reaction time (speed of decisions), calm (precision coherence), and technical (use of both legs). Unsurprisingly, I just 30% for accuracy, and earned a depressing 15% for technical skill. We also managed an 85% score for reaction time, which was
surprising not well below what some professional athletes scored. However, that last state can say more about my console game reflexes than any quick thinking on the field. Anyway, I definitely left feeling more like an athlete than when I arrived. And And able to judge my own performance with four
decisive metrics meant I could even pursue a minuscule improvement if I went back to the future – after some practices, of course. Power in numbersIn our discussions with The Rezzil developers, it has become increasingly clear that the scope of the data produced from a simulation is far beyond what
you would get from a single coach watching from the sidelines. Observers could watch my VR training sessions from a variety of angles, with precise tools to vary direction, speed, and even spin on a football coming my way. If I were a goalkeeper, I was told, I could practice with the perfect service every
time, without the variables to play on a real pitch under less predictable conditions. I also spoke to Professor Cathy Craig, CEO of INCISIVE Sport - a sports analytics company that creates VR training simulations for the likes of Ulster Rugby and Cricket Ireland. She says she was inspired by the growth of
motion-based gaming technologies emerging over the past decade - the Nintendo Wii, PlayStation Move, and it would - and the way she realized the move was to become a controller in itself. While VR can't fully mimic the experience on a real-life terrain, there is also something to be said for low-intensity
training in a virtual environment that allows players to focus on specific abilities, or work around minor injuries without having to put their body through a excruciating workout. A lot of physical therapists like it, because you get reps without the physical effort involved. And normally you need eight players [to
recreate a sports match], but you can do it on your own. Kathy makes a comparison with airline drivers, who must train extensively in a simulator before being trusted in a real cockpit, where a mistake could do frightening damage to the vehicle or the pilot themselves. VR enables those working in high-risk
environments – whether they are pilots, athletes or not – to hone their technical skills in a psychologically and physically safe environment]. It's a precaution that hits home for me, as someone who had their fair share of running injuries in the midst of intense long-distance training, and had to spend
months plodding off a treadmill before venturing back outdoors. It may be a while before the average gamer can learn to play as Messi in their living room, but as a tool of support and analysis, and one that can teach and train skills in a safe environment, it is likely VR will only become more crucial for
professional teams looking to gain any advantage they can over the competition – without overburdening their players in the process. All image credits: HTC a football field. I'll start with the NFL field. Then I'll show the Canadian (CFL) field. If you have any questions just post a comment. Ok? Now, this is
very easy to actually make almost too easy. Here's the completed NFL field: Field layout. Just build this: (sorry for the bad image quality)Here bad)Here one of the gate posts. Just build two of these:To complete the field, you must connect goalposts to the field. To do this, fix the loose white pieces on each
end into the gaps on the sides of the yellow pieces. Again, here's the field filled in. Now you should know what I mean about how to connect goalposts. This is the NFL field! Go to the next step for the CFL field. Okay, so now we're going to start the CFL field. Here is the finished product:This is the layout of
the field. Build: Here is one of the goalposts. Just build two of these: You need to connect goalposts to the field just like in the NFL field, only to loose blue rods. Just to show you again here's the field filled in: So end this instructable. Be sure to comment if you want more instructables from me. Anyway,
thanks for doing, I hope you enjoy it and goodbye! Do you have a sub 4.5, 40 yard dash time? Can you sit on the bench 225 lbs at least 10 times? Is your vertical jump approaching 40 centimeters? Can you curl up three times your body weight or more? If you're like that it was me, the answer to all these
questions is no. Should you quit football because you're not the fastest and strongest? Not at all. Should you keep asking the question, is football right for me? Certainly. While the amount of raw talent you've been given is not really in your control, there are a few aspects of the football game that are. As in
the rest of your life, in football, a good attitude goes a long way in improving your performance. You're the guy who complains because you didn't make the first team? When you're destroyed at a play, do you step aside and sit outside next time, or do you get up and take it again? Keep a good attitude,
get up and go again. A positive attitude goes a long way in helping not only the game, but teammates as well. This game is so full of strategies, techniques, and schemes. So much so that many NFL coaches are hired simply because of their vast gaming knowledge, whether they are great motivators or
not. Your ability to know the game, your position, and your opponent will go a long way in helping you achieve success, regardless of the physical and athletic hand you've been treated. If you can't physically defeat them, fool them. I used to get frustrated when there were guys who could overtake,
outjump, and out-lift me all day, who wouldn't go full speed in practice. I would go all out, they wouldn't, and we would end up in the same place during the exercises. I kept thinking, if you had my heart for this game, you'd head for the NFL. There is no excuse for not giving all the effort that you can all the
time. This is a variable that you can control and should not give less than 100%. It is my opinion that from Pop Warner through the ranks of early high school, a high level of achievement can be achieved with a relatively low level of raw talent. As you grow and grow up, your body may or may not catch up
with you Team. But if you implement these three principles, you will be a much more successful football player either way. Way.
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